Passive Practice 1

Make simple present sentences with the following words. Some are passive. Some are not.

1. Cats/hide/under cars
2. Keys/hide under cars
3. Stories/read/to children
4. Sushi/cook/in special restaurants
5. Cars/sell
6. Students/teach/by teachers
7. Students/learn/a lot
8. Coffee/drink/at breakfast
9. Dogs/eat/dog food
10. Dogs/give/dog food

Passive Practice 2

Circle the sentence that has the same meaning.

1. The animal was eating by the river.
   a. The animal ate something.
   b. Something ate the animal.

2. My grandmother made her sweater.
   a. The sweater was made by my grandmother.
   b. Someone made my grandmother’s sweater.

3. She was asked to dance.
   a. She asked someone to dance.
   b. Someone asked her to dance.

4. The cat ran after the bird.
   1. The cat chased the bird.
   2. The bird chased the cat.

5. The teacher was taught by the students.
   a. The teacher learned.
   b. The students learned.